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QUESTION 1

Because of a recent acquisition by Forward Inc., which will add 1800 new users to the system, you decide to use the
Bulk Loader to feed the information to CA IdentityMinder, You will need to prepare a file for the Bulk Loader, containing
the relevant details. Which Bulk Loader input file guidelines do you need to follow? (Choose three) 

A. The file should contain no header. 

B. A field representing the action is mandatory. 

C. Each file must describe a single managed object type. 

D. Multivalued attributes must beseparated by a hash (#) symbol. 

E. Attribute names should be the physical or well-known names of the managed objects. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement about installing the Report Server is TRUE? 

A. The root account mustbe used for UNIX installations. 

B. The mergeconnection_3.0.reg script must be run for 64-bit systems. 

C. If a report-installation checklist is used, the installation shouldtake no longer than 15 minutes. 

D. If JBoss is already installed on the computer on which you are installing the Report Server, port conflicts can occur. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which tasks does Config Xpress enable you to perform? (Choose three) 

A. Map dynamic connectors to endpoints. 

B. Move components between environments. 

C. Publish a report of thesystem components to a PDF file. 

D. Publish the XML configuration fora particular component. 

E. Create complex business logic withoutthe need to develop custom code. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4
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To help ensure role granularity, when you create provisioning roles, which guideline should you follow? 

A. Every role should have at least one user. 

B. Account templates should be assigned to individual users rather than to roles. 

C. Depending on the size of an organization, a role should have between 50 and 200 users. 

D. For most organizations, 50 percent of user access is from permanent roles and 50percent is from temporary roles. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are using CA SiteMJnder and CA IdentityMinder in an integrated environment. To configure directory mapping in
the CA SiteMinder Policy Server, which steps do you need to perform? (Choose three) 

A. Create a Table element for each attribute. 

B. Add a response attribute named sm_userdn for the SMJJSERNAME attribute. 

C. Add the authentication directory to the CA IdentityMinder environment domain. 

D. Use the Reference element for a secondary table to define its relationship to the primary table. 

E. In the CA IdentityMinder environment realm, map the authorization directory to the authentication directory. 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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